Rendering is the process of generating high-resolution images by software, which is widely used in animation, video games and visual effects in movies. Although rendering is a computation-intensive job, we observe that storage accesses may become another performance bottleneck in desktop-rendering systems. In this article, we present a new buffer cache management scheme specialized for rendering systems. Unlike general-purpose computing systems, rendering systems exhibit specific file access patterns, and we show that this results in significant performance degradation in the buffer cache system. To cope with this situation, we collect various file input/output (I/O) traces of rendering workloads and analyze their access patterns. The results of this analysis show that file I/Os in rendering processes consist of long loops for configuration, short loops for texture input, random reads for input, and single-writes for output. Based on this observation, we propose a new buffer cache management scheme for improving the storage performance of rendering systems. Experimental results show that the proposed scheme improves the storage I/O performance by an average of 19% and a maximum of 55% compared to the conventional buffer cache system.
Introduction
Rendering is the process of generating high-resolution photorealistic or non-photorealistic 2D images from 2D or 3D models [1] [2] [3] . Rendering is widely used in animations, video games and visual effects in movies, where more than 24 frames should be generated per second. Based on input files consisting of shape, contrast, texture, etc., rendering software performs a large amount of computation, which takes several hours or even a couple of days to generate a single frame. Thus, it is common to use a dedicated cluster machine rather than a desktop PC for rendering processes.
However, due to the recent advances in multi-core and many-core technologies, the computation unit is becoming increasingly faster. This allows new types of applications using interactive rendering or real-time volume rendering, where rendering for a single frame is completed within a few seconds. Also, rendering is increasingly performed in desktop PCs by installing open source software like Blender [2] . That is, users can utilize their desktop as a general-purpose computer system during usual days, but can also use it as a rendering machine if necessary. This is in line with recent trends, such as personalized YouTube broadcasting, where creating high quality contents through rendering is no longer the domain of the expert. As rendering is not a frequent job for non-experts, it is difficult to equip expensive dedicated machines, and thus desktop rendering will be increasingly useful.
Although rendering is a computation-intensive job, we observe that storage access may become another performance bottleneck in desktop rendering systems. This is because storage is five to six orders of magnitude slower than computation units, but the memory capacity in desktop is limited to resolve this issue [4] . Unlike dedicated rendering machines that have the enough memory capacity for loading entire data files simultaneously, desktop rendering relies on the buffer cache provided by the operating system.
Buffer cache stores requested files read from storage in a certain part of memory area, which allows fast accesses of the same file data in subsequent requests [5] [6] [7] [8] . As the size of the buffer cache is limited, we need to select an eviction victim in order to store new data. In this article, we find out that the buffer cache in general purpose computer systems is not efficient when executing rendering software, and propose a new buffer cache management technique to solve this problem.
This study extracted various file I/O traces while executing rendering software and analyzed them. By so doing, we observed three specific I/O access patterns that occur due to the characteristics of rendering procedures. The first is the sequential access pattern that appears while reading the configuration files at the launch time of the rendering software. Although the files are accessed only once throughout the execution, it forms long loop references as they are re-referenced when the program is executed again. The second appears while reading the texture input files for rendering, which is the mixture of short loops and random references. The third appears while writing the result of the rendering to output files, which forms a sequential write-once reference.
We show that such reference characteristics of rendering file accesses significantly degrade the performance of the buffer cache in general-purpose systems. Based on this observation, we propose a new buffer cache management scheme for improving the storage performance of rendering systems. Through experiments using various rendering traces, we show that the proposed buffer cache management scheme has the effect of improving the storage I/O performance by an average of 19% and a maximum of 55%, compared to the conventional system.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes related works of this research. Section 3 presents the motivation for this research. Section 4 describes a new buffer cache management scheme for rendering systems. In Section 5, we show the performance evaluation results to assess the effectiveness of the proposed scheme. Finally, we conclude this article in Section 6.
Related Works
As the wide speed gap between memory and storage has been the major performance bottleneck in computer systems, there have been various studies to improve the performance by making use of the buffer cache [9] . Because of the mechanical movement of the disk head, the access latency of HDD (hard disk drive) has been limited to tens of milliseconds, which is five to six orders of magnitude slower than DRAM (dynamic random access memory).
To buffer this speed gap, studies on buffer cache mainly consider the improvement of the hit ratio. The least recently used (LRU) replacement algorithm is the most commonly used algorithm to achieve this goal [10] . LRU sorts blocks in the buffer cache based on the last reference time and discards the block referenced longest time ago if a free cache block is needed. LRU considers the recency of references, which assumes that more-recently referenced data is more likely to be referenced again soon. As LRU is simple to implement and it is efficient in various domains, it is widely used. However, paging systems have difficulty in adopting pure LRU as monitoring every page reference is not an easy matter in virtual memory systems.
To relieve this problem, second-chance algorithms have been introduced for paging systems [11] . The second-chance algorithm maintains a reference bit for each page in memory; the reference bit of a page is set to 1 upon the reference of a page and periodically reset to 0 in order to reflect the aging of old references. If free memory space is needed, the second chance algorithm searches the circular list of pages and discards the first page whose reference bit is 0.
LRU and the second-chance algorithm consider the recency of the last reference time but they have weaknesses in that the frequency of the block/page is not considered. The least-frequently used (LFU) replacement algorithm considers the reference frequency of blocks in the cache rather than recency. Specifically, LFU evicts the block with the least number of references if free blocks are necessary.
To precisely predict references in the future, algorithms using both the frequency and the recency information have been introduced. For example, LRU-k selects the victim block by utilizing the recency of the k-th recent reference [12, 13] . This has the effect of considering the frequency of references during the last k references. LRU-k also has the effect of aging since it can distinguish recent history and old history in terms of the reference frequency, and thus it is different from LFU.
The least recently/frequently used (LRFU) replacement algorithm also exploits both the frequency and the recency information of block references [14, 15] . Each block in LRFU has the combined recency and frequency (CRF) value, and it is used to evaluate the value of each block for eviction.
The adaptive replacement cache (ARC) algorithm is another buffer cache replacement algorithm that considers both the frequency and the recency information, but it can adaptively control the effect of the two properties [16] . Specifically, ARC uses two block lists sorted by their reference time. The first list L1 maintains single-accessed blocks within a certain time window while the second list L2 maintains multiple-accessed blocks for considering frequency. For adaptive control of the two lists, ARC makes use of a control parameter, which puts weight either on frequency or recency. Similar to the concept of the shadow area that will be introduced in this article, ARC uses the shadow lists B1 and B2 for L1 and L2. Shadow lists maintain the metadata of recently evicted blocks from the buffer cache without maintaining their actual data. If there are frequent references in the shadow list, ARC increases the corresponding real list by adjusting the control parameter.
The clock with adaptive replacement (CAR) algorithm has the same idea of ARC for controlling the effect of the frequency and the recency adaptively, but its overhead is less than ARC [17] . Actually, CAR is the second chance algorithm version of ARC, implemented by simplifying the list manipulation. CAR uses two circular lists T1 and T2. T1 maintains single-accessed blocks within a certain time window while the T2 maintains multiple-accessed blocks for considering frequency. CAR adaptively controls the capacity of T1 and T2 by making use of the shadow areas of T1 and T2.
The two queue (2Q) replacement algorithm considers both the frequency and the recency information similar to LRU-k, but it evicts cold blocks faster than LRU-k by making use of two priority lists [18] . 2Q inserts the first-referenced blocks in a special area A1 in , which is managed by the FIFO algorithm. When a block in A1 in is referenced, it moves to the main area A m , which is managed by the LRU algorithm. If a block in A1 in is not referenced again, it is considered as a cold block, and thus removed from A1 in and its metadata is maintained in the shadow area A1 out . If a block in A1 out is referenced, it moves directly to A m . The time overhead of the 2Q algorithm is constant for each operation, which is lower than the LRU-k algorithm.
The multi-queue (MQ) replacement algorithm is proposed for the multi-level hierarchical cache systems [19] . Specifically, the authors show that the second level buffer cache exhibits significantly different reference patterns from the original non-hierarchical buffer cache. By considering this, multiple LRU lists are employed to manage blocks in the cache and a shadow area is adopted for blocks discarded recently. When a block in the buffer cache is requested, it is eliminated from the present LRU list and is inserted to a higher priority LRU list based on the reference frequency. When a block not existing in the buffer cache is requested, MQ removes the first block in the lowest LRU list to make free space. When the requested block is in the shadow area, the frequency information of the block is loaded, and the block is inserted to an appropriate LRU list by considering its frequency information.
The dual locality (DULO) cache-replacement algorithm considers the spatial locality as well as the temporal locality [20] . In particular, DULO manages blocks from adjacent disk positions as the sequence concept, and victim candidates are determined by sequence units. As seek time is dominant in HDD accesses, reading a large number of adjacent blocks together does not incur significant additional cost. DULO determines the eviction victims by making use of the size of the sequence as well as the reference recency information.
The unified buffer management (UBM) scheme performs on-line detection of block reference patterns and partitions the buffer cache space for different reference patterns [21] . UBM detects the reference patterns of blocks as sequential, loop, and others. Then, it allocates the cache space to the Electronics 2020, 9, 164 4 of 13 detected reference patterns by considering the contribution of the allocated space. Once the cache spaces are allocated, the replacement algorithm is determined for each allocated area by considering the reference patterns.
The low inter-reference recency set (LIRS) replacement algorithm adopts the inter-reference recency concept to determine the eviction victim [22] . In particular, LIRS categories blocks in the cache as high inter-reference recency (HIR) blocks and low inter-reference recency (LIR) blocks. LIR implies that blocks are frequently referenced, whereas HIR implies not frequently referenced. Therefore, a block requested in the LIR category still remains in the LIR category, whereas a block in the HIR category can be promoted to the LIR category if it is frequently referenced. If free space is needed, blocks in the HIR category is preferentially discarded because they are relatively infrequently referenced blocks.
The clock for read and write (CRAW) policy analyzes the characteristics of read and write operations separately in memory page references and allocates memory space for each operation based on the effectiveness of the allocation [23, 24] . CRAW considers the characteristics of asymmetric operation costs in read and write operations and also workload density of each operation.
Motivations

Buffer Cache Performance of Rendering Systems
In this section, we compare the buffer cache performances of general-purpose computer systems and rendering systems, and show that traditional buffer cache designed for general-purpose systems does not work well for rendering workloads. Figure 1 shows the performance of the buffer cache as a function of the cache size when executing general-purpose workloads on a typical buffer cache system using the least recently used (LRU) algorithm. We present the x-axis of the graphs in a relative scale in order to consider the different density of each workload appropriately. Note that a cache size of 100% in the relative scale is an unrealistic condition where the complete footprint of file I/Os can be cached at the same time, not incurring any cache replacement. This is equivalent to an infinite cache capacity, where all algorithms perform the same. Thus, the cache capacity in a practical configuration is usually the size less than 50% as replacement essentially happens once the system has been warmed up in any kinds of computer systems except real-time systems. The workloads used in this experiment are obtained from previous buffer cache studies: OLTP [16] , Multi3 [21] , Sprite [14] , and DB2 [18] . Specifically, OLTP contains references to a CODASYL database, which consists of 13,208,930 references to 3,153,310 unique blocks [16] . Multi3 is a mixed workload obtained by concurrently executing cpp, gnuplot, glimpse, and postgres, which has 30,241 references to 7,453 unique blocks [21] . Sprite is a file system trace from the Sprite network file system and we use the workstation client 53 trace, which has 141,223 references to 19,990 unique blocks [14] . DB2 is a database trace obtained from a commercial installation of DB2 and contains 500,000 references to 75,514 unique blocks [18] . As shown in the figure, the buffer cache performance of general-purpose workloads is gradually improved as the cache size increases. Now, let us examine the results for the rendering workloads. We execute Blender, a popular open-source rendering software, and capture the file access traces for 4 rendering workloads. Then, we perform trace-driven simulations by replaying these traces. The characteristics of the traces captured are summarized in Table 1 , and will be explained later in Section 5. Figure 2 shows the results for this experiment with the same configurations of Figure 1 . Unlike the curves in Figure 1 that gradually increase, the graphs of Figure 2 form almost horizontal lines consistently before the steep slope appears at the right-end side of the graphs. That is, buffer cache in rendering systems cannot improve its performance until the cache size becomes sufficient to accommodate all the requested data. This implies that it is not appropriate to use the buffer cache of general-purpose computer systems as it is for rendering systems. This article aims to design a buffer cache management scheme suitable for rendering systems so that the performance is gradually improved as the cache size increases. To do so, we analyze the file access characteristics of the rendering systems and manage the buffer cache by considering the effectiveness of the management algorithm on the given workload characteristics.
Previous studies also tried to consider the workload characteristics in buffer cache management. The unified buffer management (UBM) scheme performs on-line detection of the file access patterns and allocates the cache space based on the performance improvement effect of each pattern [21] . However, the target of UBM is for general purpose systems, and thus it has overhead in on-line detection of reference patterns and re-arrangement of the buffer cache space for various mixed workloads as time progresses. Specifically, in order to allocate the buffer cache space, UBM maintains a detection table in memory and updating the information, and then changes the allocation of the buffer cache space according to the evolution of workloads, which incurs additional time and space overhead.
Other algorithms such as LRU-k [13] , LRFU [14] , ARC [16] , CAR [17] , 2Q [18] , and MQ [19] also consider the file access characteristics. They examine whether the workloads are more affected by recency or frequency characteristics, and adjust the cache management based on the workload characteristics. DULO [20] considers the temporal locality and spatial locality characteristics, whereas CRAW [23] considers read and write characteristics. However, all of these algorithms only consider the probabilistic characteristics, not taking into account regular patterns like repeated references as observed in rendering systems. For this reason, if a workload larger than the buffer cache size is executed, thrashing happens as shown in Figure 2 and the I/O performances cannot be improved at all until the cache size becomes sufficient to accommodate total workload footprint.
Unlike previous studies that target all kinds of workloads, in which probabilistic reference characteristics like recency and frequency are mainly exploited, this study focuses on the rendering workloads and thus analyzes the distinct characteristics of rendering file I/Os, such as long loops, short loops, and single writes for each file type in advance, then exploits them in judicious buffer cache management. By so doing, our algorithm improves the I/O performance of rendering systems regardless of the workload size and the memory size of the target machine, which is not possible in previous solutions. Although UBM considers loop patterns, it also targets all kinds of workloads, and thus requires the overhead of heavy on-line detection in terms of space and time.
I/O Time in Desktop Rendering
In this section, we analyze the relation between the computing time and the I/O time while our rendering is conducted. As shown in Figure 3a , CPU and I/O bursts appear repeatedly in the rendering process. That is, for each period, interleaved executions of CPU and I/O first happen, which we call the interleaving phase, and then a long CPU burst follows, which we call the computation phase.
file requests simultaneously. As shown in Figure 3b , the interleaving phase almost disappears from the second period, reducing the execution time by 26%. One may think that this can be realized simply by increasing the memory size. However, this procedure will not work if a workload larger than the given memory size is executed. In that case, the interleaving phase still remains as the same time scale, and we cannot benefit from the buffer cache at all. Thus, our conclusion is that judicious buffer cache management is necessary for desktop rendering systems. 
Buffer Cache Management for Rendering Systems
In order to design the buffer cache of rendering systems, this article first extracts the file block reference traces while rendering is performed, and analyzes them. Figure 4 shows the blocks referenced over time in the extracted trace, by file type. In the figure, the x-axis is the logical time, which is incremented by one each time a block is referenced, and the y-axis represents the block number. When we analyze the block reference patterns based on file types, the configuration files are first read during the launch time of the rendering software as shown in Figure 4 . Then, the texture input files are read for the rendering of each frame. Finally, the rendering results are written to output files In traditional photorealistic rendering, the time scale for the computation phase is 100× or more than that of the interleaving phase. However, our desktop rendering shows that the measured ratio of the computation phase is only 2.5× that of the interleaving phase. This is because our configurations are set to generate rendered images quickly as we focus on the interactive rendering application. Another important observation is that the interleaving phase consistently appears in every period. This is because buffer cache uses the LRU replacement algorithm, which evicts all loop data before they are used again. To assess the necessity of efficient buffer cache management further, we conducted the same rendering experiment again by increasing the memory size enough to load all file requests simultaneously. As shown in Figure 3b , the interleaving phase almost disappears from the second period, reducing the execution time by 26%. One may think that this can be realized simply by increasing the memory size. However, this procedure will not work if a workload larger than the given memory size is executed. In that case, the interleaving phase still remains as the same time scale, and we cannot benefit from the buffer cache at all. Thus, our conclusion is that judicious buffer cache management is necessary for desktop rendering systems.
In order to design the buffer cache of rendering systems, this article first extracts the file block reference traces while rendering is performed, and analyzes them. Figure 4 shows the blocks referenced over time in the extracted trace, by file type. In the figure, the x-axis is the logical time, which is incremented by one each time a block is referenced, and the y-axis represents the block number.
When we analyze the block reference patterns based on file types, the configuration files are first read during the launch time of the rendering software as shown in Figure 4 . Then, the texture input files are read for the rendering of each frame. Finally, the rendering results are written to output files each time rendering a frame is completed. We observe that these characteristics are commonly found in any rendering tasks. Now, let us see the detailed reference patterns for each file types. As shown in Figure 4 , the configuration files are read-only once in every program execution, so it forms sequential accesses but can also be considered as a long loop reference. Reading texture input files shown in the figure is mostly composed of short loop references, but also have some random references. Writing rendering result to output files forms a sequential write-once reference pattern. Since these reference patterns can be identified through the file format, this article tries to design a buffer cache management scheme specialized for rendering systems based on the reference patterns of file types. Meanwhile, when various reference patterns are mixed, it is effective to separate the buffer cache space for each reference pattern and use an appropriate management technique. This article allocates cache space based on the performance improvement effect of each reference pattern during rendering processes and uses appropriate management techniques. First, blocks that are referenced only once and never accessed again, which we call single-reference blocks, are not cached in our buffer cache because there is no performance improvement effect when caching them. In the case of loop references, we allocate cache space based on the period of the loops, which reflects the gain of the loop per unit time when it is cached. Unlike previous studies that have large overhead in the on-line detection of file access patterns [9] , this article makes use of the file-access characteristics of the rendering processes ascertained in advance for allocating and managing cache spaces. Figure 5 shows the data structure of the proposed buffer cache. The cache space is composed of a configuration files area C1 for long loop references, a texture files area T1 for short loop references, and a random reference area O1. We do not allocate cache area for output files as they are not used again. Instead, we buffer them for writing to storage and evict promptly after being flushed to storage. The allocated areas C1, T1, and O1 are resized according to the performance contribution of each area as the density of block references are varied for different rendering cases.
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Meanwhile, when various reference patterns are mixed, it is effective to separate the buffer cache space for each reference pattern and use an appropriate management technique. This article allocates cache space based on the performance improvement effect of each reference pattern during rendering processes and uses appropriate management techniques. First, blocks that are referenced only once and never accessed again, which we call single-reference blocks, are not cached in our buffer cache because there is no performance improvement effect when caching them. In the case of loop references, we allocate cache space based on the period of the loops, which reflects the gain of the loop per unit time when it is cached. Unlike previous studies that have large overhead in the on-line detection of file access patterns [9] , this article makes use of the file-access characteristics of the rendering processes ascertained in advance for allocating and managing cache spaces. Figure 5 shows the data structure of the proposed buffer cache. The cache space is composed of a configuration files area C1 for long loop references, a texture files area T1 for short loop references, and a random reference area O1. We do not allocate cache area for output files as they are not used again. Instead, we buffer them for writing to storage and evict promptly after being flushed to storage. The allocated areas C1, T1, and O1 are resized according to the performance contribution of each area as the density of block references are varied for different rendering cases. Our scheme employs shadow areas (C2, T2, and O2) to evaluate and adjust the size of real areas (C1, T1, and O1) as shown in Figure 5 . The shadow area indicates how much performance improvement can be expected when the size of the real area is increased. In particular, shadow areas only maintain the metadata of recently evicted blocks from the corresponding real areas without maintaining their actual data. By maintaining information that the block has been recently removed Our scheme employs shadow areas (C2, T2, and O2) to evaluate and adjust the size of real areas (C1, T1, and O1) as shown in Figure 5 . The shadow area indicates how much performance improvement can be expected when the size of the real area is increased. In particular, shadow areas only maintain the metadata of recently evicted blocks from the corresponding real areas without maintaining their actual data. By maintaining information that the block has been recently removed from the real area due to space limitations, we can predict the effect that extending the area would have on performance. If there are frequent references in the shadow area, our scheme extends the corresponding real area to reduce the number of storage accesses. As the total cache size is fixed, the size of some other area whose relative contribution is small is decreased. For example, if blocks in T2 are frequently referenced, our scheme extends the T1 area to accommodate more blocks, and then shrinks C1 area. Also, the size of the shadow area T2 is decreased. This is because the hit ratio for the entire buffer cache can be predicted if the sum of the real areas and the shadow areas is equal to the total cache size. The overhead of maintaining shadow areas is known to be very small as it only maintains the metadata of blocks, which is less than 64 bytes of information including pointers and a block identifier, whereas each of the actual blocks has 4 KB of data [14, 18, 22, 25] . Now, let us see the details of the proposed algorithm. When a new file block needs to be cached, our scheme first checks the file type of the referenced block. If it is the output file, we insert it into the buffering area, which will later flushed to storage and then eliminated. Otherwise, blocks are stored in the texture area (T1) or the configuration area (C1) based on the extension of the file. As blocks in T1 and C1 exhibit loop reference patterns, if free space is necessary, the most recently used (MRU) block is evicted from the area as the MRU replacement algorithm is known to the optimal in loop references [21] .
Meanwhile, if the evicted block does not exhibit loop reference but random reference patterns, early eviction by MRU may cause performance degradation. Therefore, in this study, instead of immediately removing it from the buffer cache, we moved it to the random reference area O1, but the metadata still remains in the shadow area T2. As the size of the shadow area is also limited, if the space in T2 is exhausted, the metadata of the block that has entered the shadow area the longest time ago is deleted. When replacement is necessary in the O1 area, we select the victim block by the LRU (least recently used) replacement algorithm. This is because LRU is the most commonly used algorithm that shows reasonably good performance for non-regular reference patterns [21] .
If the requested block already exists in the buffer cache (or shadow area), it can be classified into three categories. The first is that it exists in either T1 or C1 area. In this case, the block is a part of the loop, which is maintained in the cache, and is moved to the lowest priority position in the area. Secondly, the requested block may exist in the O1 area. In this case, the block is moved to the highest priority position in the LRU list. The third case is that the metadata of the requested block exists in the shadow area. Note that this may occur simultaneously with other cases. For example, the requested block can be found in the O1 area, but its metadata can also be found in the T2 area. In this case, the size of the shadow area is decreased, and the size of the real area is increased. Then, in order to balance the cache size throughout the all areas, the size of another area is adjusted. We can classify this process into three cases. First, if the requested block is found in the T2 shadow area, the size of T1 is increased, and then the size of T2 is decreased accordingly. In addition, the size of C1 is decreased and the size of C2 is increased. Second, if the requested block is found in the C2 shadow area, the size of C1 is increased, and then the size of C2 is decreased. Then, the same size of T1 is decreased and T2 is increased accordingly. Third, if the requested block is found in the O2 shadow area, the size of O1 is increased, and then the size of O2 is decreased. As this is the case that some texture file not forming a loop is found, we decrease T1 and increase its shadow area T2. Figure 6 shows the conceptual flow of the proposed algorithm. 
Experimental Results
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, we extracted I/O traces while executing rendering software and performed simulation experiments by replaying them. Trace extraction was performed by randomly selecting the four open rendering projects provided by Blender, which is open-source rendering software. The system we executed the rendering workload is a desktop PC consisting of Intel i7-7700 4 cores, 8 threads, 3.6 GH CPU with 8 KB of cache memory, 4 GB of main memory, and 192 MB/s SATA HDD. Note that less than 1 GB of the total main memory 4 GB can be purely used for application's buffer cache in this configuration. The operating system we used was Linux Ubuntu 16.04. Note that the file access traces were extracted with this machine at the system call layer while executing the rendering workloads. Table 1 shows the characteristics of the extracted traces. Classroom is a demonstration file that virtually navigates a school classroom [26] . All the others are animation clips as a part of production files of open movie projects. Wallslam [27] , Caminandes [28], and Dweep [29] are from the films titled "The Daily Dweebs," "Caminandes Llamigos," and "Agent327," respectively. The time we executed rendering for extracting these traces is 363 s, 480 s, 628 s, and 711 s, for Caminandes, Dweep, Classroom, and Wallslam, respectively.
We compare the proposed algorithm with LRU, LRU + bypass, MRU, UBM, LRFU, and LRU-k. LRU + bypass uses LRU as its replacement algorithm but it does not cache the output file, which will never be accessed again. In the proposed algorithm, the initial configuration of the texture area and the configuration area is set by the ratio of 9 to 1 by considering the workload characteristics and the size of the random-access area to 64 KB. This size is adaptively changed when the contribution of each area varies due to the evolution of the workload. Figure 7 shows the cache hit ratio of the proposed algorithm in comparison with the other algorithms as the size of the buffer cache is varied for the four workloads described in Table 1 . As shown in the figure, the proposed algorithm outperforms the others in most cases. As rendering I/O has many loop patterns, LRU does not show good performance if the cache size is not large enough to maintain the entire loops. This is because blocks are already evicted from the cache at the time of T2   T1  T2   C2   T1  T2   C2   C1  C2   T2   O1  O2   T2   T1  T2   O2   T1   C1   C1   T1   T1   O1 O1 Area T1 Area Figure 6 . A conceptual flow of the proposed algorithm.
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, we extracted I/O traces while executing rendering software and performed simulation experiments by replaying them. Trace extraction was performed by randomly selecting the four open rendering projects provided by Blender, which is open-source rendering software. The system we executed the rendering workload is a desktop PC consisting of Intel i7-7700 4 cores, 8 threads, 3.6 GH CPU with 8 KB of cache memory, 4 GB of main memory, and 192 MB/s SATA HDD. Note that less than 1 GB of the total main memory 4 GB can be purely used for application's buffer cache in this configuration. The operating system we used was Linux Ubuntu 16.04. Note that the file access traces were extracted with this machine at the system call layer while executing the rendering workloads. Table 1 shows the characteristics of the extracted traces. Classroom is a demonstration file that virtually navigates a school classroom [26] . All the others are animation clips as a part of production files of open movie projects. Wallslam [27] , Caminandes [28], and Dweep [29] are from the films titled "The Daily Dweebs", "Caminandes Llamigos", and "Agent327", respectively. The time we executed rendering for extracting these traces is 363 s, 480 s, 628 s, and 711 s, for Caminandes, Dweep, Classroom, and Wallslam, respectively.
We compare the proposed algorithm with LRU, LRU + bypass, MRU, UBM, LRFU, and LRU-k. LRU + bypass uses LRU as its replacement algorithm but it does not cache the output file, which will never be accessed again. In the proposed algorithm, the initial configuration of the texture area and the configuration area is set by the ratio of 9 to 1 by considering the workload characteristics and the size of the random-access area to 64 KB. This size is adaptively changed when the contribution of each area varies due to the evolution of the workload. Figure 7 shows the cache hit ratio of the proposed algorithm in comparison with the other algorithms as the size of the buffer cache is varied for the four workloads described in Table 1 . As shown in the figure, the proposed algorithm outperforms the others in most cases. As rendering I/O has many loop patterns, LRU does not show good performance if the cache size is not large enough to maintain the entire loops. This is because blocks are already evicted from the cache at the time of re-reference if the cache size is not large enough. LRU exhibits good performance only when the buffer cache size is sufficient to accommodate the entire loops. Thus, increasing the cache size is not effective until it exceeds a certain level. 
Conclusions
In this article, we designed a buffer-cache-management scheme specialized for desktop rendering systems. Unlike general-purpose computing systems, the rendering system shows unique file I/O characteristics, and this results in a significant performance degradation under the existing buffer cache management scheme. To cope with this situation, this article analyzed the access patterns of file I/O operations in rendering systems. We found that file I/Os in rendering processes consist of long loops, short loops, random accesses, and sequential writes. Based on these observations, we proposed a cache space allocation and management scheme, which achieves the performance improvement of 19% on average and up to 55% compared with the existing buffer cache system. 
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When comparing our scheme with LRU-K and LRFU, our scheme performs consistently better than these two schemes. Although these two schemes perform slightly better than LRU, they do not resolve the issue of the performance thrashing problem when the cache size is not sufficiently large to accommodate the entire footprint of the workload.
MRU showed the worst performance among the algorithms we considered. The trace used in our experiments has some specific characteristics, such as the appearance of many short loops after long loops. In our traces, short loops account for 78% of all references, but MRU already exhausts the buffer cache space by long loops, and thus performance is degraded significantly by short loops that incur cache misses.
Since UBM quickly removes single-access blocks from the buffer cache and allocates the cache space based on the performance improvement effect of each reference pattern, it can lead to cache hits for short loops and random reference blocks. However, UBM incurs an on-line detection overhead for identifying and classifying reference patterns and calculating the expected gain of each reference pattern for adjusting the cache spaces allocated. When considering the overall experimental results in Figure 7a -d, the performance improvement of the proposed scheme is 19% on average and up to 55% in comparison with LRU, which is the most commonly used buffer cache replacement algorithm. When comparing with LRU + bypass, MRU, and UBM, our scheme improves the file I/O performances by 15%, 45%, and 3%, on average, and up to 47%, 74%, and 10%, respectively.
Our experiments showed that existing algorithms also perform well in large cache sizes. However, such results happen only when the cache size becomes excessively large, not reflecting practical situations. Specifically, the machine we experimented rendering has the memory size of 4 GB, of which less than 1 GB can be used as the buffer cache space for user applications. Except for the UBM scheme, existing algorithms did not perform well in this range. Note again that the performance gain of the proposed policy is proportional to the buffer cache size regardless of the workload size and the memory size of the target machine.
Conclusions
In this article, we designed a buffer-cache-management scheme specialized for desktop rendering systems. Unlike general-purpose computing systems, the rendering system shows unique file I/O characteristics, and this results in a significant performance degradation under the existing buffer cache management scheme. To cope with this situation, this article analyzed the access patterns of file I/O operations in rendering systems. We found that file I/Os in rendering processes consist of long loops, short loops, random accesses, and sequential writes. Based on these observations, we proposed a cache space allocation and management scheme, which achieves the performance improvement of 19% on average and up to 55% compared with the existing buffer cache system.
